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THE EVOLUTION OF DRIVERS
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From persimmon to titanium to...“smart” drivers with flexible clubheads?
Here’s how the favorite club in your bag has evolved over the last half century—
and what your driver may look like 25 years from now. By Michael Chwasky
Fifty years ago, golfers didn’t have a dizzying array of stateof-the-art drivers to choose from. The handsome persimmon
drivers of the mid-1960s were hard to hit and were about as
forgiving as a grizzled bank creditor. Also, the inexact science
of the era’s production process led to inconsistency from
wood to wood (which were made of actual wood, by the way).
Manufacturing methods improved in the late 1970s with the
advent of metal drivers, but the performance benefits over wood
were minimal; many Tour players and everyday golfers used
persimmon well into the 1980s. Then, in 1991, Callaway’s Big
Bertha marked a sea change in driver design and performance.
Compared to its forerunners, the oversize club had a relatively
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thin face and walls, a low and deep CG location, and it offered
tangible forgiveness. Drivers would never be the same.
Ever since, a number of noteworthy drivers and technologies
have emerged, such as the titanium Great Big Bertha, the
TaylorMade 300 series (which introduced us to flexible-face,
high-COR performance), and the TaylorMade R9, with the most
comprehensive adjustability package of the day. The current
Ping G30, which features aerodynamic “turbulators” on the
crown, represents some of the best of modern club design. To
show how drivers have evolved, here are four snapshots in time,
ranging from a half century in the past, to today, to a vision of
what drivers may look like 25 years in the future.

GET FAST.
OR GET PASSED.

Fueled by patented Turbulator Technology™ and a new face material, G30® adjustable
drivers are PING’s longest, most forgiving drivers ever. In wind-tunnel testing, crown
turbulators are proven to reduce aerodynamic drag and increase clubhead speed.
With three options engineered to match your game, a G30 driver is the fastest way
to longer, more accurate drives. Get fit today or visit ping.com. You’ll be better for it.

G30

STANDARD
Optimized to fit
most golfers. The
preferred choice of
PING professionals
around the world.

SF
TEC™

STRAIGHT-FLIGHT
TECHNOLOGY
Weight closer to the
heel and a lighter
swingweight produce
a right-to-left
shot bend.

LOW/BACK CG
Optimizes launch
conditions and increases
MOI for unmatched
distance, forgiveness
and consistency.

NEW T9S
TITANIUM FACE
Hotter face delivers
higher ball speeds for
more distance.

LS
TEC™

LOW-SPIN
TECHNOLOGY
Provides low, stable
spin and forgiveness
for golfers with faster
swing speeds.

GET DISTANCE.
GET CONSISTENCY.
SACRIFICE NOTHING.
At PING, we want every shot to be your best. So we bring you the G30® iron.
It delivers distance with control, forgiveness with feel and shots that launch high
and land softly. In other words, everything you need to hit more greens, more
often. Get fit today or visit ping.com. You’ll be better for it.

FORGIVENESS
AND FEEL
Perimeter weighting
elevates the MOI and an
elastomer cavity badge
ensures a solid feel.

DISTANCE CONTROL
Thin face generates faster ball
speeds for more distance with
predictable results.

UNDERCUT
CAVITY DESIGN
Custom Tuning Port and undercut
cavity help position the CG low-back
to optimize launch and forgiveness.
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MacGregor
Jack
Nicklaus
W271
KEY INNOVATION:
Six-Screw Design

The W271 featured a
six-screw design, whereas
most famed MacGregor
persimmon woods, like
the 945 Eye-O-Matic
and the 693 Tourney,
had a diamond-pattern
four-screw design in
the face. These changes
foreshadowed the
movement of the CG to a
deeper spot in the clubhead.
The W271 was also among
the first to feature a Cycolac
(plastic) insert that was
responsive and durable.
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MATERIAL WORLD

NICKLAUS APPROVED

Although the W271 was
introduced in 1967, it was
based on the 1960 MacGregor
Tommy Armour SS1W model
that Jack Nicklaus used to win
the 1965 Masters. The young
Bear was golf’s dominant
force, and giving the public
a chance to buy his driver—
or a version of it, anyway—
was a big deal. Nicklaus used
the club sporadically and is
said to have aided in its design.

Linseed oil was used in most
1950s-era persimmon woods
to harden the material and seal
it from the elements. In the
1960s, MacGregor abandoned
this technique in favor of newer
impregnable materials, such as
acrylic, that were better-suited
for the manufacturing processes
of the time. This change made
clubs cheaper to build.

1991

Callaway Big Bertha
PERIMETER WEIGHTING

KEY INNOVATION:
S2H2 Technology

Callaway’s S2H2 (Short,
Straight, Hollow Hosel)
technology was an
enormous breakthrough.
Designers did away with
the traditional hosel and
extended the shaft deeper
into the clubhead for more
stability and a lower,
deeper CG than in any
club of its era. This led to
unprecedented forgiveness
on off-center hits. Suddenly,
average players could
consistently launch the ball
higher and farther. Golf was
more fun for the masses,
and persimmon drivers
became museum relics.

OVERSIZE CLUBHEAD
The thin-wall casting
process made it possible to
increase head size to 190 cc,
which was significantly
larger than typical drivers
(160 cc) of the day. This
expanded the effective
hitting area and let
designers move weight
from the clubface and
crown into the sole and
rear of the steel head,
where it was more useful.

The redistributed mass greatly increased
perimeter weighting and MOI, making
the original Big Bertha the most forgiving
driver to date. Players could more
easily hit the sweet spot, and mis-hits
dramatically improved as well.

LOW, DEEP CENTER OF
GRAVITY LOCATION

Whereas some competitors
have moved the CG location
lower and closer to the
face to reduce spin and
increase distance, the
G30 features the lowest,
deepest CG location of
any Ping driver to date.
This promotes higher
launch angles and greater
stability on off-center hits,
for significantly enhanced
forgiveness and consistency
on shots struck above,
below or to either side
of the sweet spot.

Ping G30
ADJUSTABLE HOSEL

Unlike many adjustable hosels, this one weighs
the same as many fixed-hosel drivers. That means
there’s no loss of performance due to weight
imbalances. The club’s Trajectory Tuning
technology lets players strengthen or weaken
loft by one degree from the stated loft. There
are five settings in all, which allows players to finetune spin and ball flight for improved performance.

KEY INNOVATION: Turbulators

No, “The Turbulator” isn’t an Arnold
Schwarzenegger movie. It’s an advancement
that made the G30 one of the first clubs in
which aerodynamic additions to the clubhead
led to a measurable swing-speed increase in
wind-tunnel tests. Turbulators are ridges carved
into the crown that
reduce wind resistance,
creating more efficient
airflow and limiting
aerodynamic drag. The
result? More speed and
distance. Bubba Watson
switched from the G25
to the G30 and gained
as much as 10 yards of
carry in the process.
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The “Smart” Driver
KEY INNOVATION:
Trampoline Head

The split-second in
which a clubface flexes,
or deforms, and sends
the ball soaring is known
as the “trampoline
effect.” Our experts
predict that this same
technology will extend
throughout the clubhead.
Further innovation
involving slots and
other flexible elements
in the body will amplify
the compression and
contraction of the sole
and crown, turning
the entire clubhead
into a ball-launching
trampoline. Think of
it as hundreds of tiny
springs all working in
concert. The benefit
for you? The entire
face would become
one giant sweet spot
that produces lower
spin and higher
ball speed.

ILLUSTRATION BY DAWSON 3D

INSTANT
FEEDBACK

You crush what feels
like a perfect drive,
but your ball fades
into the right rough.
What gives? Instantly,
your swing data pops
up on your Google
Glass (or phone or
watch), revealing the
culprit to be an open
clubface (3.7 degrees,
to be exact). Drivers
equipped with sensors
in the grip, shaft and
head transmit vital
swing data to smart
devices immediately
after you swing.

We asked many of
the brightest minds
in the business what
your driver might
look like in 25 years,
assuming the rules
governing club design
remain unchanged
between now and then.

RIDE THE RAILS
Design elements—
including fin-like
rails and a sleeker,
more aerodynamic
shape—reduce
wind resistance,
thereby boosting
clubhead speed.
Look for at least
5 mph of added
swing speed and
10 yards of distance
from aerodynamic
benefits alone.

CONTROL
YOUR ROLL.
Engineered to fit a golfer’s stroke tempo and feel preference, Cadence™
TR models advance putter fitting with two weight options. Traditionalweight models feature an aluminum insert (blue) for mid-to-faster
tempos and improved lag putting. Heavy-version inserts (black) are
stainless steel to fit slower tempos and improve results on shorter
putts. Get fit today or visit ping.com. You’ll be better for it.

Grooves vary in width and
depth from the center of the
face, normalizing ball speeds
for unmatched consistency.

Cyan Magenta Yellow Black
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TRUE-ROLL
TECHNOLOGY ™
PROVIDES
FORGIVENESS

FOUR NEW MODELS

FIT FOR
TEMPO AND FEEL
Aluminum (Traditional) and
17-4 stainless steel (Heavy) inserts
are used to vary the head weights and
match a golfer’s stroke tempo and
feel preference.

The new Anser® W, B65,™ Rustler™
and Tomcat ® C join proven
favorites Anser2, Anser2 CB
(counter-balanced), Ketsch®
and Shea® H.

ENGINEERED FROM
GRIP TO SOLE.
Glide™ wedges ensure short-game performance and trajectory control on shots of every
distance. The Dyla-wedge grip, CFS wedge shaft and head design combine to deliver
our most versatile and consistent wedge line ever. Three bounce widths (TS, SS, WS)
in multiple loft options are designed to fit your angle of attack and turf conditions.
Get fit today or visit ping.com. You’ll be better for it.

DYLA-WEDGE ™ GRIP
A 3/4"–longer grip with markings at
1 3/8" intervals encourages
gripping down for trajectory
control and versatility.

CFS™ WEDGE SHAFT
Optimized in weight, flex
and balance for improved
control, feel and stability.

MOISTUREREPELLING FINISH
Chrome-plated 431 SS
head improves spin
and consistency
in wet conditions.

TS

SS

WS

THIN SOLE
Shallow attack
angle & divots.

STANDARD
SOLE
Moderate attack
angle & divots.

WIDE SOLE
Steep angle
of attack &
deep divots.

LOFT-OPTIMIZED GORGE ® GROOVES
FULL SHOTS
47° - 54°
A 16° sidewall is optimized to maximize spin
consistency for control on full shots.

AROUND THE GREEN
56° - 60°
A 24° sidewall and tighter radius help compress
the ball to maximize spin on short shots.
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Boca Raton Resort & Club

Cimarron Golf Resort

Shoot Your Best Scores
Improve your short game and putting with us, and discover the best golf of your life.
CALIFORNIA

Cimarron Golf Club, Palm Springs
Strawberry Farms GC, Newport Beach
Chardonnay Golf Club, Napa

FLORIDA

The Boca Raton Resort & Club, Boca Raton
PGA National Resort & Spa, Palm Beach Gardens

GEORGIA

Chateau Elan Winery & Resort, Atlanta

MICHIGAN

The Homestead, Traverse City

800-833-7370

NEW YORK

Centennial Golf Club, New York

OREGON

Pronghorn, Bend

TEXAS

La Cantera Hill Country Resort, San Antonio

EUROPE

The Grove, London, England
Killeen Castle, Dublin, Ireland

pelzgolf.com
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